1. Considered Scenarios for COVID-19-Associated Anosmia/Hyposmia {#sec1}
================================================================

Initial hospital observations and early studies have suggested several possible mechanisms for the development of anosmia in COVID-19, including olfactory cleft syndrome, nasal obstruction and rhinorrhea, cytokine storm, direct damage to olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), and impairment of the olfactory perception centers in the brain. Olfactory cleft syndrome has been reported solely in rare cases. On the other hand, rhinorrhea or associated nasal obstruction which could block nasal air flow is known to be much less often observed in COVID-19 as compared to the frequency of olfactory deficits. Moreover, there is no solid data supporting the rapid damage to olfactory cortical areas in the brain, considering that anosmia is often detected very early on in the disease both in mild cases and even asymptomatic patients. Thus, excessive and systemic inflammatory response in the brain unlikely plays a causative role in the developing anosmia. Finally, most obvious cause of COVID-19-associated anosmia may be direct damage to olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), as other human coronaviruses (e.g., OC43) were previously shown to directly bind to ORNs. It is a bit surprising, however, that although anosmia is often linked with many human viruses causing common cold (e.g., influenza and coronaviruses), its exact cellular and molecular mechanism has not yet been clearly established. The high incidence of olfactory dysfunction in COVID-19 and its possible implications on the brain have directed part of current research on COVID-19 toward a thorough understanding of this process at the mechanistic level.

2. Sustentacular Cells Are Entering the Game {#sec2}
============================================

Shortly after the recognition of olfactory dysfunction as a COVID-19 symptom, it was proposed by Butowt and Bilinska^[@ref1]^ that non-neuronal cell-specific mechanism operating within the olfactory epithelium (OE) could play a major role. This hypothesis was based on an in silico analysis of available microarrays and RNaseq transcriptome data for SARS-CoV-2 host receptors, ACE2 and TMPRSS2. Preliminary analysis has shown that there is no ACE2 expression in olfactory receptor neurons present in the OE. However, the type of non-neuronal cells that highly express ACE2 were not initially identified.^[@ref1]^ Recently, three independent groups reported the identification of sustentacular cells (SUS) present in the OE as those expressing high levels of ACE2 and TMPRSS2.^[@ref2]−[@ref4]^ Initial data based on single cell RNaseq using murine and human OE^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ were supported by even more convincing results obtained at a protein level.^[@ref2]^ The above studies also showed that, in addition to SUSs, progenitor/stem cells and Bowman's glands are also expressing ACE2. It is widely accepted that SARS-CoV-2 infectivity and its entry into the body depends on binding to the ACE2 host receptor. Hence, the results of the above studies suggest a scenario in which SUS cells , exposed to the external environment, are the SARS-CoV-2 primary target in the OE. More importantly, damage to SUS cells can most likely lead to impaired olfactory perception even without SARS-CoV-2 virus transfer to ORNs. This is due to the fact that SUS cells are functionally and anatomically tightly linked with ORNs. First, SUS cells protect olfactory neurons by detoxifying volatile chemicals by expressing enzymes from the cytochrome P450 family. Second, SUS cells endocytose the odorant-binding proteins--odor complexes after initiation of signal transduction at the neurons' cilia to allow the next round of odor binding to the receptor. Finally, SUS cells supply ORNs cilia, where olfactory receptors are located, with additional glucose. This process is essential to complement the high-energy demands of the olfactory transduction cascade. Taking all of the above facts into account, the impairment of SUS cells caused by viral infection can easily inhibit the perception of odorants in adjacent ORNs ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Model for SARS-CoV-2-induced anosmia/hyposmia in COVID-19 based on results obtained from patients and from animal models. Sustentacular cells (SUSs) express ACE2 and are infected first. Impairment of SUS negatively affects olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), leading to the inhibition of odor perception cascade (double lines). Simultaneously, rapid immune response is induced in a subset of ORNs and in microvillar cells (MVCs). This leads to activation of lymphocytes and macrophages and their infiltration into the OE as well as secretion of proinflammatory cytokines. It is not currently known whether SARS-CoV-2 passes to ORNs as these neurons do not express ACE2 (question mark). The possibility of infection of progenitor cells requires examination, since these cells express ACE2 and are in close contact with SUS cells (question mark). Stem cell infection may potentially explain why a small fraction of COVID-19 patients experience long-term dysosmia.](cn0c00406_0001){#fig1}

3. SUS Infection Results in a Rapid Loss of Neuronal Cilia Containing the Olfactory Receptors {#sec3}
=============================================================================================

As stated above, the determination of the spatiotemporal expression pattern for ACE2 and TMPRSS2 allowed the formulation of a first consistent hypothesis explaining the mechanism leading to dysosmia in COVID-19. Verification of this hypothesis requires experimental data showing the location of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the OE at various times after infection. The latest work of Bryche and collaborators^[@ref5]^ using a hamster model indeed showed the virus accumulation in SUS cells and not in ORNs. This study clearly indicates that very soon after infection specialized neuronal cilia containing olfactory receptors are lost, which is certainly synonymous with the loss of conduction of olfactory stimuli.^[@ref5]^ It seems, therefore, that even though there is a massive elimination of cells within the OE during the first days after infection, the sudden loss of smell is caused by an immediate damage to the cilia structure.^[@ref5]^ It is now accepted that the perception of smell is restored in most patients within 1--2 weeks. During this time, differentiation of progenitor cells to SUSs and mature ORNs take place. This timing seems a bit short for full regeneration of OE, but SUSs regenerate faster than mature ORNs do, and some mature ORNs can renew not only from progenitor cells but also from pre-existing immature ORNs. The above considerations do not apply to rare COVID-19 patients who experience a sense of smell disturbance for much longer.

Additionally, in this study, there was no obvious acute SARS-CoV-2 transfer from SUS cells to ORNs, at least within 1--2 weeks after infection. Therefore, the results of Bryche and colleagues provide convincing *in vivo* data supporting the hypothesis that it is the primary impairment of SUS cell function that leads to dysosmia in COVID-19 patients.

This almost perfect image has been somewhat blurred by recent work of Meinhardt and colleagues^[@ref6]^ analyzing for the first time OE and brain samples derived from 32 patients who died of COVID-19. The authors interpreted their data as evidence for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in ORNs. However, at the moment, they should be taken with considerable skepticism because single immunocytochemical images without double staining using cell type-specific markers do not allow one to clearly distinguish between neuronal and non-neuronal cells within the OE, particularly in older samples derived from autopsies performed often as late as 100 h after death. The data presented by Meinhardt et al.^[@ref6]^ provide rather weak evidence for rapid (acute) SARS-CoV-2 penetration to the brain along the olfactory nerve because only 3 out of 32 olfactory bulb samples were positive for viral RNA. In contrast, roughly half of OE samples had abundant amounts of viral RNA in this study. Lack of information on which patients experienced anosmia also makes it difficult to interpret these results unambiguously.

4. Inflammatory Processes---Other Side of the Same Coin? {#sec4}
========================================================

Excessive systemic immune response plays a significant role in multiorgan damage in patients with severe COVID-19. Therefore, SARS-CoV-2-induced immune response may damage ORNs and for this reason lead to olfactory dysfunction. But the fact that dysosmia is often reported in mild cases and even asymptomatic patients argues against the existence of a SUS-independent mechanism based on the immune response. However, the involvement of a local immune response cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor to SUS-mediated mechanism. Recently, Torabi et al.^[@ref7]^ showed elevated levels of the proinflammatory cytokine TNF-α in the olfactory epithelium in patients with COVID-19, but no differences in IL-1β were seen.

In another study, small clusters of infiltrating, activated macrophages and granulocytes in the OE upon SARS-CoV-2 infection have been documented.^[@ref6]^ It is worth noting, however, that both of the above studies used tissue material from autopsies and artifacts associated with widely known phenomenon of release of proinflammatory cytokines after death cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, a recent study using a hamster model also showed massive infiltration of immune cells, such as macrophages, into the OE shortly after SUS cells infection.^[@ref5]^ Deep transcriptional profiling of flow-cytometry-sorted OE cell types suggests that microvillous cells (MVCs) and a small subset of TRPM5-expressing ORNs are likely involved in the inflammatory response to viral infection.^[@ref8]^

Considering the above results, an image emerges in which SUS cell infection directly interferes with ORN functions and simultaneously initiates a rapid immune response in at least a subset of ORNs and MVCs ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This leads to the migration of activated lymphocytes to the OE as well as induces the production of proinflammatory cytokines. Thus, a local innate immune response may also participate in the process leading to anosmia in COVID-19 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, it must be established whether SARS-CoV-2 may initiate an immune response in the OE only in an ACE-2- and SUS-dependent manner, as better supported by current data. After all, it cannot be excluded that there is an ACE2-independent pathway mediated by not yet identified alternative viral receptors expressed by MVC and/or ORN, as it was recently shown for rhabdovirus in the fish olfactory epithelium.^[@ref1]^

5. Conclusions and Future Direction {#sec5}
===================================

The current model of olfactory dysfunction in COVID-19 is based on the already proven observation that SUS cells are the primary target of the virus and that SUSs infection initiates a series of events leading to dysosmia. This is a completely new look at virus-induced anosmia, since it has never been clearly shown for any other virus that the infection of SUS cells interferes with the perception of smell. Such a model of olfactory dysfunction in COVID-19 does not explicitly imply whether SARS-CoV-2 travels from the OE to the brain along olfactory axons. This issue is at the center of current research in this field. No rapid axonal transport of SARS-CoV-2 to the brain has been demonstrated in the hamster model during the first 2 weeks after infection,^[@ref5]^ and no preferential virus accumulation/persistence has been reported in olfactory regions of the brain in autopsy material from COVID-19 patients.^[@ref6]^ On the other hand, rapid SARS-CoV-2 accumulation in the brain after intranasal injection was recently shown using the new humanized ACE2 knock-in mouse.^[@ref9]^ Yet, this is not synonymous with transport along olfactory axons as other routes are also possible. If SARS-CoV-2 indeed travels within the olfactory axons, this would require ACE2-independent passage of the virus from SUSs to ORNs within the OE ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, it would be relevant to examine progenitor/stem cells infection, since these OE cells also express significant levels of ACE2 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the latest epidemiological analysis revealed that host genetic factors likely play a role in individual susceptibility to anosmia in COVID-19, and characterization of such factors should be of high interest.^[@ref10]^ There are many reasons that in the near future the above-mentioned key issues will be the focus of research on chemosensory deficits in COVID-19.
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